Dialogues between Veteran and Aspiring Researchers

The Graduate School is pleased to offer opportunities for informal interactions between postgraduate students and visiting scholars on the Visiting Research Professors Scheme. Through these exchanges, prominent researchers will share their immense experience and insights in becoming successful academics and beyond, and students are encouraged to ask questions about how to be better prepared for a career in academia or an alternative academic path.

Here is the third sharing session in the Dialogue Series:

January 10, 2017 (Tue), 12:30 pm to 1:45 pm, P501, Graduate House

Professor Robin Lovell-Badge

Visiting Research Professor, School of Biomedical Sciences, HKU
Group Leader and Head of the Division of Stem Cell Biology and Developmental Genetics, The Francis Crick Institute, UK
https://www.crick.ac.uk/research/a-z-researchers/researchers-k-o/robin-lovell-badge/biography/

Professor Robin Lovell-Badge will talk about the qualities required for, and the need to have, scientifically qualified individuals for a range of careers; and not just in academia or research. These include publishing, intellectual property and patents, public engagement, policy, and politics.

Online registration at EMS:

A sandwich lunch and drink will be provided at the sharing session. Don’t miss this great opportunity to get aspired and prepared for your future!
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